
Adopt A Teacher!
Follow the six E’s:

Read the back to learn how to Adopt A Teacher.
Empower a teacher today!



Embrace your adopted teachers with lots of love and support! Unions have used fear, 
intimidation, isolation and ignorance to make teachers feel powerless, unappreciated, 
and dependent on unions. Your teachers need to know they are not alone. Commit to 
standing with them for the long haul.

Educate your teachers by giving them a copy of the book, Standing Up to Goliath, and 
the movie, Whose Children Are �ey?, so they can hear real stories about how unions 
push the radical agenda in our schools and abuse teachers, parents and kids. Unions 
misspend teacher monies and misrepresent them. �e unions will bully your teachers 
and undermine truth with their deceptive messaging, so get educated, stand with good 
teachers, and speak truth.

Enlighten your teachers to see beyond union messaging. �e unions manipulate and 
control teachers and have monopoly control over teacher emails and teacher mailboxes, 
so most teachers hear only the unions’ side of the story. �ere’s only one way to bring 
people out of darkness—turn on a light!  Be that light!

Your adopted teachers might be too terri�ed to come out of the dark. �ey might be so 
beaten down and scared that standing up for truth, for the kids, for families, for our 
country, will seem far too risky. Many teachers believe they will lose their jobs and their 
pensions if they question unions, and they are bullied when they speak out in opposition 
to the narrow views of unions, so they have every reason to feel afraid. Empathize and 
sympathize with their situation. Do not judge them.

Your adopted teachers are going to need a lot of reassurance and encouragement to 
even begin educating other teachers or taking a stand for good. Do not let your adopted 
teachers �ght the battle alone. �e teachers will likely not feel safe to ask others to stand 
behind them in support, so you need to gather up a band of brothers and sisters to stand 
with your brave teachers—especially on their school campus. Encouraged people get 
inspired, and they inspire others!

Finally, empower teachers to join together (with support of community members) to 
break free of the entrenched power and deception of unions. Together, we can restore 
authority in our schools and culture if we can remove unions from our schools. Visit 
ForKidsAndCountry.org for support.
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